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1. What is an advantage of PCL 6 over PCL 5c?
   A. PCL 6 supports color printing and PCL 5c does not.
   B. PCL 6 is compatible with all PCL printers and PCL 5c is not
   C. PCL 6 can use object-based commands instead of only HPGL commands.
   D. PCL 6 has improved paper handling functions
   Answer: C

2. What happens after a Proof and Hold job is sent to an HP Color LaserJet?
   A. It remains on the hard disk until the printer is switched off.
   B. It remains on the hard disk, even when the printer is switched off.
   C. It remains in the memory of the printer.
   D. It is deleted from the printer.
   Answer: C

3. How do you print a job using the Stored Job option?
   A. use the driver selection for printing stored jobs
   B. use HP Web Jetadmin
   C. use the user name you selected on the control panel to view the Stored Job option
   D. use the control panel to select the stored job for printing
   Answer: D

4. A graphic arts business is creating images for printing on an offset press. The business is using an HP Printer for printing the final proofs. EPS files are often sent to the business to be included in the images printed.
   Which driver should be used?
   A. PCL6
   B. PCL5
   C. PCL5e
   D. PostScript
   Answer: D

5. Which printer driver language uses HPGL commands while printing a bounding box?
   A. PCL5
   B. PostScript
   C. PCL3
   D. PCL6
   Answer: B

6. Which feature from Job Retention do you use to make prints, without wasting paper through document errors?
   A. Quick Copy
   B. Stored Job
   C. Secure Printing
   D. Proof and Hold
7. Which HP technology enhances printer performance and minimizes network traffic?
A. RIP first/transmit later
B. sends once / RIP once
C. transmits once / RIP once
D. transmit once/RIP triple
Answer: C

8. What is the most time consuming part of the laser printing electronic process?
A. I/O process
B. PS process
C. PCL process
D. page rendering
Answer: D

9. What is the purpose of the Quick Copy feature?
A. to allow the image to be viewed on the PC prior to printing
B. to allow the job to be printed on multiple printers simultaneously
C. to allow the user to verify output prior to printing all copies
D. to allow additional copies to be made at the printer without resending the printing job
Answer: D

10. Prescribe is a common language of which vendor?
A. IBM
B. HP
C. Adobe
D. Kyocera
Answer: D